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01 - The Long Journey Home
02 - We Have A Liftoff
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If you like the music you should definitely consider buying this. The quality is great and the price (3u20ac) is extremely good.
This is one of my favourite game soundtracks; about as good as the Alan Wake soundtrack. Perhaps even better. Content: Entire
soundtrack in mp3 (320kBit/s) and FLAC (varies; between 580 and 780 kBit/s).. $3 for this soundtrack is a freaking steal. Get
it.. I bought the game just to be able to get the soundtrack in FLAC after I was listening to it on Spotify. My favorite is track
four: "Is There Anybody Out There". If you buy the game, get this aswell. Totally worth the 3u20ac. Kai Rosenkranz still got it..
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If you like the music you should definitely consider buying this. The quality is great and the price (3u20ac) is extremely good.
This is one of my favourite game soundtracks; about as good as the Alan Wake soundtrack. Perhaps even better. Content: Entire
soundtrack in mp3 (320kBit/s) and FLAC (varies; between 580 and 780 kBit/s).. I bought the game just to be able to get the
soundtrack in FLAC after I was listening to it on Spotify. My favorite is track four: "Is There Anybody Out There". If you buy
the game, get this aswell. Totally worth the 3u20ac. Kai Rosenkranz still got it.. Awesome music. Needed some time to figure
out where exactly I can find it, but well. It exactly gives you what you expect ( I'm missing "Death of a friend" though. ), in
awesome quality.. Awesome music. Needed some time to figure out where exactly I can find it, but well. It exactly gives you
what you expect ( I'm missing "Death of a friend" though. ), in awesome quality.. $3 for this soundtrack is a freaking steal. Get
it.
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